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Abstract: The theft of debit cards and the credit cards are
common from the earlier days which is part of the cyber crime. In
most of the cases attackers focus on the POS (point of sale) system
and they steal the customer data. The point at which customer
steals the data is known as POS. The POS is a combination of
software and hardware. It allows merchants to perform the
transactions and simplifies the business operations that happen day
to day. POS consists of running software and these are the
powerful computer systems. When the customer gets disconnected
to the network we cannot assure the secure online payment. Here in
this paper we introduce FRODO which enables the offline micro
payments which are better compared to the POS systems. In terms
of security and flexibility FRODO is the better option. The POS
breaches is common now a days hence as per our knowledge the
FRODO is the first approach which introduces the secure offline
payments possibly reducing the cyber attacks. In this paper we
describe about the algorithm of the FRODO, approaches and the
architecture. In detail we discuss about the security and functional
properties of the FRODO and at what extent it is viable and
effective.
Keywords: Frodo architecture, point of sale (POS), cyber attacks,
fraud protection
I. INTRODUCTION

As per the market prediction the traditional market place
was overtaken by the mobile payments which provide the
convenience to the customers and companies. Internet banking
is the most important application for the financial transaction
and it provides the facility to make the payment from
anywhere in the world [1]. It also provides the customer
friendly service for 24 hrs a day. In recent times cyber crimes
are popular; it includes stealing of the credit and debit card
details and using the credentials. Because of providing the
personal identification information there are large number of
chances of attacking the data by an attacker [2]. The attackers
try to steal the personal data of the credit or debit card details
by infecting the POS systems.
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The decentralized payment systems and the crypto
currencies are becoming popular but they are not reliable since
there are unsolved issues like lack of security, limited
interoperability and lack of standards which are widely
accepted[2].
Main Objectives and Challenges
Past few years the organizations and retailers are the victims
of these POS breaches and the transaction data has been
lost.[3].In this paper Frodo is the first solution that does not
require the third parties to give protection against the frauds
and it ensures that the customers are free from those frauds.[5]
Many mobile payments are existing which are peer to peer
rather than the merchant payment environment. These mobile
payments includes the authentication and identification of the
sim which simplifies the current infrastructure of the mobile
payment. Since the POS breaches are decreasing still they are
remunerative undertake for criminals. POS act as gateways
and require the network connection for the communication
between the customers and credit card processors. To reduce
the cost and maintenance the POS approaches try to manually
manage the internal networks.[4]. Brute force attacks are one
of the most common attacks which can happen in the case of
POS systems.
II. SECURITY BREACHES
Lamentably, the reason for information breaks is POS
interruptions or framework interruptions that enable access to
POS information. Fraudsters are extending their venture not
exclusively to take client information, however fake it for
some time later. To process charge and credit cards
organizations set up a point of offer framework. Traders must
guarantee their POS devices satisfy security guidelines,
including PCI consistence, to diminish their risk of digital
wrongdoing in view of their dealer card preparing innovation.
The latest POS attack is MICROS previously attacking more
than 330,000 customer websites including the marketing and
hospitality. The attacks in the POS systems are multi staged.
They need to gain access to the network rather than the cardholder data through this he can access the victims’ network.
After this the information is sent to the back office server
waiting for exhilaration. PoS system hacking is done either by
exploring the merchants software, by the brute force attack or
by cracking the password.
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Tough networks can be protected from these attacks it is just
one of the sophisticated attack approaches.

IV. FRODO PROTOCOLS

III. ALGORITHM
Bit Exchanging Method: Encryption taken on the secret
message files using simple bit shifting and XOR operation.
The bit exchange method is introduced for encrypting any
file.

The steps involved in the protocol are:
A query is sent by customer to the vendor for request of some
resources
A random value is generated by the vendor which is later
encrypted by the coin request for three times. The operations
are

Algorithm
Step 1: Read the all Content and Find the all character to
covert the ASCII value Step 2: That ASCII value converted in
Binary value
Step 3: Encryption taken on the secret message file using
simple shifting and XOR operation. Like a 1001110.
Step 4: The bit exchange Method is introduced for encryption
any file
Step 5: Read one by one byte from the secret data and convert
each byte to 8 bits. Then apply one bit right shift operation.
Like this 0100 1110.
Step 6: Divide the 8 bits into to block and then perform XOR
operation with 4 bit on the left and 4 bits on the right side
(1010).
Step 7: The same thing repeated for all bytes in the file
This FRODO does not require any special hardware
component it consists of two components namely coin element
and identity element.

3) After the request has been built it is directly sent to
customer;
4) After receiving the request private key is generated using
key generator, after encrypted layers are removed which were
generated by vendor.
5) Value of coin is retrieved when the coin request is plain text
from the coin element. The value generated by coin reconstructor is first encrypted then with the private key which
belongs to authenticity of response and then the private key of
vendor for authentication.

6) When the private response is received the coin is read to
check whether it is valid or not and then the whole payment
can be authorized and verified. At first the vendor decrypts the
received response by using private key secondly the result
value is decrypted by public key of the identity element finally
coin value is decrypted by using public key.

7) The private key is encrypted by the vendor after a new
value s stored in the storage device. The coin value is
encrypted by the bank using the private key hence it s not
possible to imitate digital coins. The whole transaction is said
to be valid only if the value obtained after decryption of coin
value with public is valid.

Fig . 1 construction module
Coin elements:

ANALYSIS OF FRAUDS:

Coin Selects: Responsible for selection of right registers for
the output value computed by coin element to obtain the final
coin value
Coin re-constructor: It uses helper data stored in coin
registers to extract the output of the PUF.
Coin registers: used to store both input and output values of
PUF to reconstruct the coin values. Coin registers contain the
helper data. Coin seeds and coin registers are used to construct
the coin values in case the PUF fails.
Key Generator: It is used to compute private key of the coin
element.
Cryptographic Element: used for asymmetric and symmetric
cryptographic algorithms for the data received as input and
send output by coin element.

FRoDO uses both symmetric and asymmetric cryptographic
algorithms to ensure the security principles.
1) Authenticity: Frodo provides authenticity by computing
private keys. Both coin element and identity are used to
compute the private key by using the key generator. They are
used to encrypt and decrypt the messages in the protocol. Each
public key is used by vendor which is signed by the bank. It
can always be verified by the vendor.
2) Integrity: Each digital coin is encrypted by the bank issuer.
Coin helpers and coin seeds are written in registers by issuer
and the final coin value is known as the output.
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The content which was stored can be backed up and
transferred to make it more secure for an adversary to delete
the transactional history.
3) Confidentiality: The communication between the customer
and vendor as well as the coin element and identity the
asymmetric encryption primitives to assure the confidentiality.
4) Availability: The offline digital coins are used which allows
the guaranteed availability of the proposed solution. It
completely removes the communication requirement and it
would be helpful in the extreme situations without the internet.
V. ATTACKS REDUCTION
Double spending: The computation of same coin twice is
prevented by PUF [30].Since the request of the vendor is only
calculated by customer he private keys of identity and coin
elements are needed to decrypt the request of vendors. Even if
fake vendor read all those coins, it is not possible to spend all
the coins sue to inability to decrypt those coins. The coin
element or private keys are said to be valid only if they are
signed by the bank. The coin element having fake bank
signature would be declared as invalid and the messages sent
by the coin element are rejected.
Emulation: Original responses would be different from
responses computed by fake PUF’S. These coins cannot be
imitated in software or hardware.
Coin imitated: It is not possible to forge new coins since
each coin is encrypted by bank or element issuer.

Information Forgery: No confidential information is kept in
coin element or identity. Physical access to hardware is not
provided by coin elements or identity so the stealing of
information is not possible.
Paused Transaction: The output is obtained with the help of
the access key which is private, These coin elements does not
contain any information in the form of the plain text or in the
encrypted form.
Replay: Each coin is related to transaction. Random salt
generated is different for each transaction generated by the
vendor.
Reverse engineering: Any attempt to steal the information
can change the behaviour of the PUF which makes the
elements no longer usable.
Man in the middle: An attacker cannot pretend as another
customer since it would not be able to generate the private
key. Digital coins are encrypted by the bank so any attacker
cannot dump the coins in the middle since the digital coins are
not present in the memory and they are generated during the
execution,
Denial of services: Frodo requires pairing process it requires
private key to be, manually entered in the customer device.
Each transaction needs to be approved by customer which
prevents the breach attacks which generally happens in the
POS systems. It is a kind of cyber attack in which the attacker
prevents the users from accessing the network. This can be
done in several ways which causes the victim a great deal of
time and money to handle

Table 1. Data Breach Resiliency
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VI. RESULTS

Fig. 2 Login Form

Fig .6 Login

Fig . 3 Registration Form

Fig . 7 Attacker Login

Fig . 4 Vendor Registration
Fig . 8 Users

Fig . 5 FRoDo Login
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Fig . 9 Transaction Process
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper a new concept named FRODO was introduced
which does not require the access of any network and helps in
secure payments and it is fully secure. The FRoDO does not
give any false predictions in case of any security issues. In this
model no data attacks are capitalised which belongs to the
customer device. This is achieved with the help of erasable
PUF architecture and FRoDO protocols. Our propose has been
analysed thoroughly and compared with the mobile payment
systems. Our paper shows that it achieves all the properties to
assure the security in case of transactions it also considers the
flexibility considering the payment medium. Some issues were
identified which need to be improved in future work. We are
surveying on possibility to allow the offline transactions and
make it more reliable and faster simultaneously maintaining
the security and the ease of use. This FRoDO does not have
the chances of data breach which generally happened in case
of mobile payments which are attacked on the line of POS
systems.
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